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University of MassachusettsAmherst, E-mail: president@

ONLINE VOTING WILL BEGIN SOON!
Please take the time to vote in the upcoming election!

animalbehaviorsociety.org
First President-Elect: John P.

2017 Book Award
Stories and pictures illustrate
science in an exciting way. This
year the Animal Behavior Society
recognized one winner and three
finalists through our Outstanding
Children’s Book Award program.

You will receive an E-mail from the ABS Central Office, containing a link that will take you
to the online ballot. This email will be sent to the address in your ABS account as long as
you are currently an active ABS member (as of November 1, 2017). If you have any
questions, contact us at info@animalbehaviorsociety.org.

Read more »

Mary, E-mail: preselect1@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Second President-Elect: Jennifer
Fewell, Arizona State University, Email: preselect2@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Past President: William A.
Searcy, University of Miami, E-mail:
pastpresident@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Secretary: Patricia Brennan,

Read more »

Call for Nominations
The Animal Behavior Society has a
series of Career Awards available.
Please consider nominating a
worthy recipient.
Read more »

View the current ABS announcements.

Curious to know how your society is
changing?

Read more »

Read more »

Mount Holyoke College, E-mail:
secretary@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Treasurer: Gil G. Rosenthal,
Texas A&M University - College
Station, E-mail: treasurer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Program Officer: Jonathan Pruitt,
University of California-Santa
Barbara, E-mail: progofficer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

ABS EC and Society Votes
Announcements

Swaddle, College of William and

Grants & Awards
The ABS offers a number of grants
and awards to support the
educational activities of its
members.
Read more »

Program Officer-Elect: Alison
Bell, University of IllinoisChampaign, E-mail:

Need progofficerelect@
Assistance?
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Parlimentarian: Tamra C.
Mendelson, University of Maryland
- Baltimore Count, E-mail:
parliamentarian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Executive Editor: Susan A.
Foster, Clark University, E-mail:
execeditor@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Historian: Zuleyma TangMartinez, University of Missouri- St.
Louis, E-mail: historian@
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Election

2017-2018 ABS OFFICERS
President: Jeffrey Podos, University of

CANDIDATES FOR 2017 ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Second President-Elect:
Esteban Fernandez-Juricic (Purdue U)
Caitlin Gabor (Texas State U)
Executive Editor:
Shelley Adamo (Dalhousie U)
Nancy Solomon (Miami U)
Member-at-Large:
Doug Mock (U Oklahoma)
Suzy Renn (Reed College)
Public Affairs Officer:
Kaci Thompson (U Maryland, College
Park)
Danielle Whittaker (Michigan State U)
Graduate Student Representative:
Katherine Crocker (University of Michigan)
Patrick Green (Duke University)

Please take the time to vote in the upcoming election! You will receive an E-mail from the ABS Central Office,
containing a link that will take you to the online ballot. This email will be sent to the address in your ABS account as
long as you are currently an active ABS member (as of November 1, 2017). A paper ballot is available here if you
prefer to vote by regular mail. Please make sure that your name is clearly indicated on the envelope. If you have any
questions, contact us at info@animalbehaviorsociety.org.
We are initiating our search for candidates to nominate for the executive committee positions for terms commencing
summer 2019. If you are interested in running for an officer position, please contact the past president William A.
Searcy at pastpresident@animalbehaviorsociety.org

CANDIDATES FOR THE 2017 ELECTION OF ABS OFFICERS

Massachusetts-Amherst, E-mail: president@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
First President-Elect: John P. Swaddle,
College of William and Mary, E-mail:
preselect1@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Second President-Elect: Jennifer Fewell,
Arizona State University, E-mail: preselect2@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Past President: William A. Searcy, University
of Miami, E-mail: pastpresident@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Secretary: Patricia Brennan, Mount Holyoke
College, E-mail: secretary@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Treasurer: Gil G. Rosenthal, Texas A&M
University - College Station, E-mail: treasurer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Program Officer: Jonathan Pruitt, University of
California-Santa Barbara, E-mail: progofficer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Program Officer-Elect: Alison Bell, University
of Illinois-Champaign, E-mail: progofficerelect@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Parlimentarian: Tamra C. Mendelson,
University of Maryland - Baltimore Count, E-mail:
parliamentarian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Executive Editor: Susan A. Foster, Clark
Need Assistance?
University, E-mail: execeditor@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Historian: Zuleyma Tang-Martinez, University
of Missouri- St. Louis, E-mail: historian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Members-at-Large:

SECOND PRESIDENT ELECT:

Esteban Fernandez-Juricic (Purdue U)
Education:
Undergraduate (“Licenciado”), 1990 – 1995, Biologist with specialization in Ecology (with Honors), University of
Córdoba, Argentina.
Ph.D. in Animal Ecology, 1996 – 2000, Department of Animal Biology, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain.
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Post-doctoral research fellow, 2000 – 2001, Department of Zoology, University of Oxford, United Kingdom.
Post-doctoral research fellow, 2001 – 2003, Department of Ecology, Evolution and Behavior, University of
Minnesota, USA.
Current Position:
Professor of Biological Sciences & Showalter Faculty Scholar, Purdue University.
Research Interests:
My research interests are centered on animal ecology, and more specifically include the following areas: visual
ecology, behavioral ecology, and conservation biology, as well as the interactions between them. I am currently
interested in two main research topics: (1) the evolution of visual systems and behavior (i.e., foraging, antipredator,
mating, social) in vertebrates, and (2) strategies to solve human-wildlife interactions (protected areas, airports, wind
and solar facilities, urban areas, etc.).
ABS Related Activities:
Animal Behaviour Journal Editor 2012-2015; Animal Behaviour Guest Editor SI: Behavioural Ecology and
Conservation February 2015 -October 2015; Conservation Committee Member: 2007-2008 and 2012-2014; Chair:
Conservation Behavior Symposium, ABS Meeting 2007; Co-Organizer Trends in Conservation Behavior
Symposium, ABS Meeting 2013; Co-Organizer Effects of Plasticity and Individual Variation in Sensory Biology on
Sexual Selection Symposium, ABS Meeting 2013; workshops on how to publish in Animal Behaviour given in Brazil
(2014) and Argentina (2013, 2017).
Platform:
If elected, my priority will be to enhance the footprint of the Society in the academic community and the general
public by implementing the goals of the recent ABS strategic plan
(http://www.animalbehaviorsociety.org/web/embeded/ABS%20Strategic%20Plan.pdf). More specifically, I would like
to encourage our members to get involved in some activities that will:
(1) increase the diversity of underrepresented groups in the ABS (new mentoring programs for undergrads, grad
students, post-docs, and junior Faculty; active fund raising to increase the number of travel and research grants for
underrepresented groups in STEM);
(2) develop new and implement existing teaching and outreach initiatives (get undergraduates interested in animal
behavior more actively involved in the Society through live streaming of ABS meetings, access to short-video
collections of our members’ research, etc.; increase the visibility of the discoveries of our members through social
media (Facebook, Twitter) and non-traditional media content (YouTube); streamline current primary and secondary
education outreach programs (in English and Spanish) developed by ABS members to teach the logic of scientific
enquiry using animal behavior science);
(3) enhance the appreciation of animal behavior research (organize the first ABS winter Twitter Conference to
strengthen international connections across the Americas without the travel costs
(see https://www.bou.org.uk/bou17tc/ for an example); develop new communication channels with different funding
agencies and organizations to make information about funding opportunities available to our members on a regular
basis; develop partnerships with conservation practitioners in North, Central, and South America to build a database
of key research questions that require conceptual/empirical knowledge on animal behavior to advance the
conservation and management of wildlife; work closely with other societies to organize joint annual meetings).

Caitlin Gabor (Texas State U)
Education:
B.A. with honors, Aquatic Biology, University of California, Santa Barbara, 1990; M.S., Biology, University of
Louisiana, Lafayette, 1993; Ph.D., 1997, Environmental and Evolutionary Ecology, University of Louisiana,
Lafayette, 1997; NSF Postdoctoral Fellow, 1997-99; University of Texas, Austin; Lecturer, 1999-2000. Postdoctoral
research fellow, 1991-1995 Zoology, Arizona State University
Current Position:
Professor, Department of Biology, Texas State University, San Marcos.
Research Interests:
Predator-prey interactions, sexual selection, behavioral endocrinology, conservation physiology
ABS Related Activities:
ABS member since 1992; NSF panelist for Behavioral Systems, DDIG, and Graduate Research Fellowships plus adhoc reviews; Associate Editor for Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology (2005-present) and Amphibia-Reptilia (2009present); Judge for Warder Clyde Allee award (2011); Chair ABS Public Affairs Committee (2009-2014); Mentor for
ABS Turner Awardees (2003, 2010, 2011); Organized symposium on Geographic Variation in Behavior for the joint
meeting of ABS and IEC (2011); Organizer for ABS 5K Fun Run (2010-2014).
Platform:
I have two complementary plans that I would like to implement at future Animal Behavior Society conferences, with
the goals of increasing participation of junior members and increasing exposure of the work of members to the
general public. The first plan I would like to initiate involves incorporating break out topical socials during break times
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at the conference. Session presenters would be added to an email list for their sessions, and attendees not
presenting would be given an option to be added to the email group on their selected topics of interest and added to
the appropriate email list. Session presenters would then be asked to help organize and/or inform others about when
and where the break out social session will be held. The projected outcome is to facilitate interactions between junior
scientists interested in making connections within their specialties or areas of interest.
The second plan involves each presenter including a Twitter like (140 character) layman summary of their work at
abstract submission that will be published or disseminated through the Public Affairs office to help promote their
work with non-scientists and journalists. One projected outcome of this activity is to bring the science of the meetings
into the communities where conferences are held and beyond.
In sum, I believe that increasing the exposure of our society’s established members to junior members, as well as
the community as a whole will help strengthen the work that our society does in promoting scientific knowledge,
literacy and community.
EXECUTIVE EDITOR:

Shelley Adamo (Dalhousie U)
Education:
B.Sc. Zoology, 1985, University of Toronto; PhD. Biology, 1990, McGill University, Post-doc. Dept. Neurobiology and
Behav., Cornell Univ., 1990-1994; Dept. Entomology, UC Riverside, 1994-1995
Current Position:
Professor, Dept. Psychology and Neuroscience, Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS
Research Interests:
Parasitic manipulation of behavior, Ecoimmunology, Invertebrate behavioural physiology
ABS Related Activities:
Editor, Animal Behaviour, (2010-2012); ABS Member-at Large, (1999-2002); ABS Plenary talk, (2011 Annual
Meeting); Invited Speaker, ABS Meeting, (2017); Co-Author (lead author L. Sneddon) on Guidelines paper in Animal
Behaviour on ‘Defining and assessing animal pain’ (2014); Published Essay “Hypercompetition for academic
positions promotes attrition of women in biology” in the ABS Newsletter (2016). Selected by NSERC to present
research to Senators and MPs in Ottawa, 2016; NSERC Discovery Grants Program, Co-Chair Grant Committee
Panel; Trustee Grass Foundation, 2009-2013; Special Issue Co-Editor JEB, 2013;
Platform:
Scientific publishing is in the midst of great changes, with debate about its future (e.g. Nature, 2013, volume 495
(7442)). Animal Behaviour serves at least two important functions that are worth preserving. It provides a safe
repository for our studies, archiving them and keeping them accessible to the community. It also provides quality
control. Peer review helps sharpen papers, and Kris Bruner, our Managing Editor, works with authors to remove
ambiguities and promote the readability of each paper. The journal has helped shape the field with its insistence on
the ethical treatment of animals, and its commitment to promoting the study of animal behaviour throughout the
globe. Future challenges include finding methods to help ensure that work published in Animal Behaviour is
reproducible, encouraging busy researchers to review papers and continuing the present shift to greater open
access while maintaining a sustainable business model.

Nancy Solomon (Miami U)
Education:
B.S., Honors biology, Magna Cum Laude, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
M.A., Experimental Psychology, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio.
Ph.D., Biology, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 1991. Advisors: Nancy T. Burley and
Lowell L. Getz. Dissertation: Indirect fitness benefits to philopatric juvenile prairie voles, Microtus ochrogaster.
Current Position:
Professor, Department of Biology, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.
Faculty Associate, PhD Program in Ecology, Evolution, and Environmental Biology, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.
Research Interests:
Studies of animal behavior provide insight into the way animals respond to their environment. I am a behavioral
ecologist interested in an integrative approach to the study of animal behavior. My long-term research interests,
which have been supported by NSF and NIH, have focused on factors influencing behavior and reproduction in small
mammals. More specifically, my students and I have been studying mating patterns, cooperative breeding and
sociality. We investigate the effects of these behaviors on an animal’s reproductive success as well as some of the
mechanisms that may be involved in these behaviors using a combination of field and laboratory studies. My
students and I have used prairie voles in most of our studies, conducting investigations in the lab, semi-natural
populations at Miami University’s Ecology Research Center as well as in natural populations.
ABS Related Activities:
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Member since ~1983
1993-1995 Endowments committee
1994 Chaired Endowments committee
1995-1999 Education Committee
2000-2003 Treasurer
2000-2001 Ad hoc Investments committee
2001-2003 Ad hoc Financial Oversight Committee
2011-2014 Editor
2014 Elected Fellow of the Animal Behavior Society
Reviewer for Animal Behaviour (for many years since about the mid 1990s)
1992 Co-organizer of symposium on Cooperative Breeding in Mammals, Animal Behavior Society, Kingston,
Ontario, Canada.
Chaired sessions for at least 4 different ABS meetings
Platform:
I am very pleased to have been asked if I was interested in running for Executive Editor for Animal Behaviour
because I think it is one of the best journals in our field. I have submitted papers there from the time I was a finishing
graduate student and have been pleased with the turnaround time and care taken by the editors and editorial staff.
One of my goals, if I were to be elected executive editor, would be to maintain the status of Animal Behaviour as one
of the top tier journal in animal behavior, one that attracts and publishes cutting edge and important research in our
field. I also want to keep the turnaround time reasonably short so that authors can get their exciting new results
published quickly. At the same time, I want to keep the load for the editors reasonable. When I was an editor, I
found that I was always busy with submissions but I was able to keep them moving along. This may still be true with
the 30 existing editors and if not, I think that the number of editors needs to be increased to handle the load. Finally,
I would like to ensure that we have a diverse group of editors, in terms of area of expertise, gender and ethnicity. I
am eager to engage younger members of the society in this task because our continuing strength as a society is
through engagement by our members.
MEMBER-AT-LARGE:

Doug Mock (U Oklahoma)
Education:
B.S. 1969. Cornell University. Major in Ecology, Evolution, & Systematics.
M.S. 1972. University of Minnesota. Department of Ecology & Behavioral Biology.
Ph.D. 1976. University of Minnesota. Department of Ecology and Behavioral Biology.
Postdoctoral Fellow. 1976-1977. Smithsonian Institution.
Current Position:
George Lynn Cross Professor Emeritus: 2013-present.
Research Interests:
My research on birds has spanned a variety of topics, especially fatal sibling competition, parental investment,
begging signals, and bi-parental cooperation.
ABS Related Activities:
I have been an active ABS member for ~45 years, have been named Fellow and Exemplar, and served a 4-year
presidential rotation.
Platform:
As an emeritus professor, I have time and experience to invest in ABS issues & activities, even as I remain active in
field research. From my previous time on the Executive Committee, the Member-at-Large role seems ideal.

Suzy Renn (Reed College)
Education:
Ph.D. in Neuroscience 1993 – 1999 » Washington University, School of Medicine (mentor: Paul Taghert) St. Louis,
MO.
B.S. in Zoology with honors and writing emphasis 1987 – 1992 » University of Washington » Seattle, WA.
Current Position:
Full Professor of Department of Biology, Reed College, Portland, OR.
Research Interests:
I work in both the field and the lab in order to study the evolution of genomes and the evolution of behavior. We use
modern genomic techniques in a comparative approach. From Renn Lab.
ABS Related Activities:
I am an active member of the Animal Behavior research community. With a background in neuroscience and current
research interests in the evolution of behavior I have reviewed for journals and granting agency that span ecology
and evolution, genetics and genomics, neuroscience and behavioral ecology. I have organized conferences and
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workshops that emphasize the integration of these fields.
Platform:
I am dedicated to promoting integrative animal behavior research at all career levels. I see possibilities for
integration across many axes such as “Tinbergen’s 4 questions”, traditional disciplines, collaboration between
institutions, and among researchers at different career stages or ethnic backgrounds. I value research that integrates
field work and lab research, theoretical and empirical approaches, or basic and applied science. I’d like to promote
the application of robotics, computation, genomic tools, and physiological measures to the classic study of animal
behavior. As a professor at an undergraduate institution I see the need to train students to think and work with
interdisciplinary goals and see the Animal Behavior Society as an ideal venue to further extend these efforts to our
research community.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER:

Kaci Thompson (U Maryland, College Park)
Education:
1982 B.S. Biology, summa cum laude, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA. 1985 M.S.
Zoology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA.
Current Position:
Adjunct Faculty, graduate program in Biological Sciences (Behavior, Ecology,
Evolution and Systematics), University of Maryland.
2017- Instructor and Assistant Dean, Science Education Initiatives, College of
Computer, Mathematical, and Natural Sciences, University of Maryland.
Research Interests:
Animal Behavior and Chemosensory Communication; Innovations in Science Education.
ABS Related Activities:
ABS member since 1983; Local Organizing Committee, ABS Annual Meeting (1997); Member, ABS Film Committee
(1993-1996), Member, ABS Membership Committee (2007), Chair, ABS Membership Committee (2008-2015);
Member, ABS Public Affairs Committee (2015-present); Reviewer, ABS Graduate Student Research Awards (2001,
2017).
Platform: N/A

Danielle Whittaker (Michigan State U)
Education:
2006-2010 Postdoctoral Research Associate, Biology, Indiana University. (Adviser: Ellen D.
Ketterson). 2005 Ph.D., Biological Anthropology, City University of New York Graduate Center.
(Adviser: John F. Oates). 1996 B.A., Anthropology, Emory University.
Current Position:
Managing Director, BEACON Center for the Study of Evolution in Action, Michigan State University.
Adjunct Faculty, Integrative Biology, Michigan State University.
Research Interests:
I am intrigued by the unseen external forces that influence our behavior, mate choice, and, ultimately, evolutionary
trajectories. My research is focused on the interaction between the microbiome and animal behavior, and the
resulting impact on evolutionary dynamics. Specifically, I study chemical communication in a songbird, the dark-eyed
junco (Junco hyemalis), the uropygial gland microbiome’s role in the production and evolution of chemical signals
present in preen oil, and the effects of social behavior on these symbiotic microbes.
ABS Related Activities:
Member of ABS since 2010; presented at 7 Animal Behavior Society meetings since then
Member of Animal Behavior Society Public Affairs Committee
Interim co-chair of Animal Behavior Society Public Affairs Committee since summer 2017
Judge for ABS 3 Minute Thesis Competition 2017
Judge for ABS 2105 Founders Poster Competition
Reviewer for ABS Student Research Grants
Panelist for NSF IOS-Animal Behavior, DEB-Evolutionary Ecology
Hosted AIBS Congressional District Visit at Michigan State University
Platform:
I would like to offer more resources and training to ABS members wh are interested in communicating their science
to the public or to policymakers. I've been involved in a number of science communication workshops, and have
communicated my own science in a variety of venues, including blogs, "Ask Me Anything" on Reddit, presentations
at Science Cafe events, presentations to K-12 students and teachers, K-12 classroom materials, traditional
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university press releases, and an episode of a PBS-NOVA webseries. I am also interested in exploring more ways
that ABS can communicate with US policymakers, and I would like to expand the committee to include more
graduate students and postdocs.
GRADUATE STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE:

Katherine Crocker (University of Michigan)
Education:
MS completed, PhD to be defended in March 2018.
Current Position:
PhD Candidate, University of Michigan (Ann Arbor).
Research Interests:
Behavioral endocrinology, sexual conflict, parent-offspring conflict,
parental provisioning.
ABS Related Activities:
Have attended ABS meetings since 2014
Co-facilitated Turner program 2015 & 2016
Judged undergraduate posters 2015 & 2017
Co-facilitated Undergraduate Luncheon 2017 (and 2018)
Diversity committee member since 2015
Platform:
-Equitable access: The society needs to be sure that all conference
venues are accessible to those in wheelchairs (or otherwise mobility
impaired), and to provide options for (a) childcare and translation
services for those who are perceptually impaired.
- Inclusion, not just diversity: The society needs to have a code of
conduct that involves consequences for members who engage in overt
intentional acts of harassment and bigotry. These acts reduce the
ability of marginalized people to participate in society events, and
thereby diminishes the quality of science that we, as a community, can
produce.
- Social media presence: ABS needs to have a dedicated suite of social
media accounts. Animal behavior is amazing, fascinating, weird, and
thus very relatable--we can do better at sharing our animals'
behaviors with the general public. I have experience managing social
media, and can work with the executive committee and social media
chair to manage our presence.
- Commitment to outreach: I have experience recording and managing
radio shows and podcasts. I would like to start a society-wide podcast
that releases 30-minute-long episodes every week. These episodes will
feature the research of society members, but especially graduate
students, and can be recorded remotely. Ideally, the podcast episodes
will be available on our website and featured scientists will be able
to upload a video, photos, or other supplementary material. Not only
would this be an excellent way to do outreach to the general public,
but it will allow public schools to access current research free of
paywalls and jargon.
- I have a track record of committed service to the society, and hope
that you will elect me to represent graduate students on the executive
committee--thank you so much!

Patrick Green (Duke University)
Education:
B.S., Ecology, Behavior and Evolution, 2009, University of California, Los Angeles Ph.D., Biology, planned defense
2018, Duke University (transferred with advisor, Dr. Sheila Patek, in 2013 from University of Massachusetts,
Amherst).
Current Position:
Ph.D. candidate, Duke University, Patek Lab. Research Associate, Duke University. Nowicki Lab.
Research Interests:
Assessment and communication, including the use of animal weapons in the resolution of resource-based conflict.
Other interests include: mechanisms of assessment, perceptual systems, and biomechanical/physiological
approaches to questions in animal behavior.
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ABS and Related Activities:
Attendance and oral presentations at ABS meetings: 2015 – 2017; Moderator for ABS sessions: 2015, 2017;
Participation in ABS Academic Karaoke: 2017; Oral presentations at Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology
(SICB) meetings: 2013, 2015 – 2017, SICB Division of Animal Behavior Best Student Award presentations: 2015,
2018 (accepted); MS reviewer for Ethology, Behavioral Ecology, Journal of Experimental Marine Biology and
Ecology; Co-taught professional development course in Duke Biology, 2015, 2017; Co-founder and Researcher
Liaison for SciREN (Scientific Research and Education Network) outreach program: 2014 – 2017; Founder and head
of BLeRG, a collaborative graduate-student and post-doc review group in Duke Biology (2014 – present);
Participated in PRIDE (Pursuing Respect, Inclusion, Diversity, and Equity) training offered by Duke Center for
Sexual and Gender Diversity (October 2017).
Platform:
As Graduate Student Representative, my goals will be to facilitate the professional and personal development of all
graduate students in ABS. I plan to learn about and address the issues ABS grad students face, including by taking
the following actions:
Designing training for networking at and beyond conferences.
Organizing discussions and individual mentorship programs to address the transition from graduate student to
postdoc positions.
Creating resources to help graduate students identify transferable skills and find jobs outside of academia.
Continuing efforts to increase funding for research and conference attendance, especially for grad students with
limited access to other funding sources.
Developing training and outreach to make ABS a leader among scientific societies in ensuring inclusion of all
scientists, including those with marginalized sexual and gender orientation/expression, race, etc….
I will solicit graduate student feedback using Twitter, Facebook, and regular surveys, then address important topics
by planning yearly events at ABS conferences and by facilitating ongoing discussions using online resources.
As a graduate student who has embraced, and been embraced, by the ABS community, I am passionate about
improving the graduate student experience in the Society. I have strong relationships with ABS grad students,
postdocs, and faculty, and will strive to communicate across groups to best serve grad students and the Society as a
whole.
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Send general correspondence concerning the Society to Sue
Bertram, secretary@animalbehaviorsociety.org. Deadlines for
materials to be included in the Newsletter are the 15th of the month

Animal Behaviour, manuscripts and editorial matters: Authors
should submit manuscripts online to Elsevier’s Editorial System
(http://ees.elsevier.com/anbeh/). For enquiries relating to
submissions prior to acceptance, contact the Journal Manager
(yanbe@elsevier.com). For enquiries relating to submissions after
acceptance, visit Elsevier at http://www.elsevier.com/journals. For

preceding each issue. The next deadline is January 15, 2018.
Articles submitted by members of the Society and judged by the
Secretary to be appropriate are occasionally published in the ABS
newsletter. The publication of such material does not imply ABS
endorsement of the opinions expressed by contributors.

other general correspondence, contact Kris Bruner, Managing Editor,
Animal Behaviour, Indiana University, 407 N. Park Ave.,
Bloomington, IN 47408, USA. E-mail: krbruner@indiana.edu.
Phone: 812-935-7188.
Change of address, missing or defective issues: ABS Central
Office, 2111 Chestnut Ave., Ste 145, Glenview, IL 60025, USA.
Phone: 312-893-6585, Fax: 312-896-5614,
E-mail: info@animalbehaviorsociety.org.
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Book Award

2017-2018 ABS OFFICERS
President: Jeffrey Podos, University of

2017 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR SOCIETY CHILDREN’S BOOK AWARD
WINNER AND FINALISTS STIMULATE YOUNG READERS
Stories and pictures illustrate science in an exciting way. This year the Animal Behavior Society recognized one
winner and three finalists through our Outstanding Children’s Book Award program. These books are targeted to
children in grades 3-5 (ages 8-11). Inspire a future scientist by giving one of these as a gift or by encouraging your
school or public library to acquire these titles.
The Animal Behavior Society will soon be soliciting books for next year’s award. Interested publishers should contact
the Book Award Sub-committee Chair, Michelle Solensky, E-mail: msolensk@uj.edu.

Massachusetts-Amherst, E-mail: president@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
First President-Elect: John P. Swaddle,
College of William and Mary, E-mail:
preselect1@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Second President-Elect: Jennifer Fewell,
Arizona State University, E-mail: preselect2@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Past President: William A. Searcy, University
of Miami, E-mail: pastpresident@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

Outstanding Children’s Book Award Winner (Reviews from Amazon
Books)

The winner of the 2017 Outstanding Children’s Book Award is Build
Beaver Build! (Learner Books). The first year of a beaver kit's life is full of
new discoveries and dangers. But the most important lesson the kit learns
is how to take care of his family's home. The lodge where he lives is
protected by a long dam that many beavers have worked to build over the
years. As the kit grows up, he helps repair and add to the family dam—and
begins to build a life for himself. Set at what is believed to be the world's
longest beaver dam, Build, Beaver, Build—by award-winning author Sandra
Markle—provides a glimpse of beaver life, seen through the eyes of one
young beaver and his family.
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Outstanding Children’s Book Award Finalists
After a While Crocodile: Alexa’s Diary (Arbordale Publishing)
Alexa and the other children at her escuela in Costa Rica have a special project:
they are raising American Crocodiles. She names her croc Jefe, which means
"boss," because he seems to be in charge of all the other babies. Alexa brings
him chicken and frogs to eat, and writes about his progress in her diary. Soon,
her little hatchling is as big as a loaf of bread. He has grown into a juvenile and it
is time for Alexa to say goodbye and for Jefe to return to the wild.
This nonfiction picture book with a cuddle factor includes a 4-page For Creative
Minds section in the back of the book and a 20-page cross-curricular Teaching
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Activity Guide online. After A While Crocodile is vetted by experts and designed
to encourage parental engagement. Its extensive back matter helps teachers
with time-saving lesson ideas, provides extensions for science, math, and social
studies units, and uses inquiry-based learning to help build critical thinking skills
in young readers. The Spanish translation supports ELL and dual-language
programs. The enhanced ebook reads aloud in both English and Spanish with word highlighting and audio speed
control to promote oral language skills, fluency, pronunciation, text engagement, and reading comprehension. (Dr.
Brady Barr, Jennifer Keats Curtis (Authors), and Susan Detweiler (Illustrator).

Christopher Templeton, Pacific University, Email:mematlarge3@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

Crow Smarts (Houghton Mifflin Books for Young Readers)
One of the biggest differences between humans and animals is the ability to
understand the idea of “If I do X, Y might happen.” New Caledonian crows seem
to possess the intelligence to understand this “causal” concept. Why do crows
have this ability? What does the crow know and what does it tell us about brain
size, the evolution of intelligence, and just who is the smartest creature on the
planet? In the latest addition to the Scientists in the Field series, the creators
of The Frog Scientist take us to a beautiful Pacific island, where a lively cast of
both crows and scientists is waiting to amuse and enlighten us. S. Turner
(author), Andy COmins (Photographer).

Fish Tricks (Early Light Books)
In Fish Tricks, learn how fish use sound, color, and chemicals to talk to each
other and camouflage and toxins to discourage predators. Many have cool body
adaptations that help them find food and take care of their young. Meet sea
dragons and flatfish that use camouflage to hide from predators. Learn about
archerfish that can knock land insects into the water with streams of spit, and
anglerfish that grow glow-in-the-dark fishing lines from their heads to lure prey.
Laugh at toadfish that make grunting and whistling sounds to attract mates and
remora fish with suction cups on their fins that help them stick onto sharks and
turtles. Read about fish parents such as cichlids that feed their young with
mucus secreted onto their scales and cardinal fish that protect their eggs in their
mouths. Under the sea, a whole world of wonder exists that will fascinate the
inquisitive mind of every child. Fish Tricks includes a glossary, an index, and fun
learn-more adventures. Haude Levesque (Author).
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2018 ABS Conference

2017-2018 ABS OFFICERS
President: Jeffrey Podos, University of

55th Annual Meeting of the Animal Behavior Society

Massachusetts-Amherst, E-mail: president@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
First President-Elect: John P. Swaddle,
College of William and Mary, E-mail:
preselect1@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Second President-Elect: Jennifer Fewell,
Arizona State University, E-mail: preselect2@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Past President: William A. Searcy, University

University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee, WI - August 2 - 6, 2018
The 55th Annual meeting of the Animal Behavior Society will be held on August 2-6, 2018 in Milwaukee USA at the
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee. Please check the ABS website and look for a special email announcement to
members in the near future with details about our 55th meeting.
Local Organizing Committee:
Gerlinde Hoebel
Rafael Rodriguez
Peter Dunn
Linda Whittingham

of Miami, E-mail: pastpresident@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Secretary: Patricia Brennan, Mount Holyoke
College, E-mail: secretary@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Treasurer: Gil G. Rosenthal, Texas A&M
University - College Station, E-mail: treasurer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Program Officer: Jonathan Pruitt, University of
California-Santa Barbara, E-mail: progofficer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

All non-USA citizens will need a PASSPORT (and in some cases, a visa) to travel to the USA.
The slate for symposia is now complete for 2018 and it includes “What are we not asking about the evolution of
behavior that we should be asking?”, “Sexual dialogues”, Animal Behavior in Historical Context: Novel Insights From
Interdisciplinary Encounters”, and “How enemies shape communication systems: Prey strategies to avoid
exploitation by eavesdroppers”. The Presidential Symposium will be on “Cognitive aspects of animal
communication”, and one of the Workshops will be on building an “Animal Behavior Teaching Collection”. Keynote
speakers will include Damian Elias and Katie Slocombe.
See you in Milwaukee next year!

Program Officer-Elect: Alison Bell, University
of Illinois-Champaign, E-mail: progofficerelect@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Parlimentarian: Tamra C. Mendelson,
University of Maryland - Baltimore Count, E-mail:
parliamentarian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Executive Editor: Susan A. Foster, Clark
Need Assistance?
University, E-mail: execeditor@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

PRE-CALL FOR PAPERS: Each ABS member may present or sponsor one contributed paper at an Annual
Meeting. Any topic related to the field of Animal Behavior is welcome, including all aspects of the behavior of animals
for field, laboratory, applied or theoretical studies. Abstracts submitted by non-members must include the name of an
ABS member willing to sponsor the presentation. ABS members may also show one film, participate in invited paper
sessions or present plenary lectures in addition to giving or sponsoring their single contributed paper. The research
reported at an Annual Meeting must comply with the ABS guidelines and all applicable laws concerning animal care
and welfare. More details on abstract submission guidelines and abstract submission deadlines will soon be
available on the conference website, linked to the ABS meeting site here: http://animalbehaviorsociety.org.
Registrants may submit abstracts for Talks or Posters. Talks will be allocated on a first-come-first-served basis, as
per ABS policy. For more information, please contact: info@animalbehaviorsociety.org.
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ABS 2018 MEETING RELATED AWARDS

2018 Warder Clyde Allee Award
The 2018 Warder Clyde Allee Session for Best Student Paper Competition will be held during the annual meeting of
the Animal Behavior Society scheduled August 2-6, 2018 in Milwaukee USA at the University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee. All eligible students and recent graduates are encouraged to participate.
Eligibility requirements: Any independent graduate student research (including, but not limited to, the doctoral
dissertation) is suitable for the application. The work presented may be part of a larger collaborative effort, but the
applicant must be first author and have principal responsibility for conceptualization and design of the research,
collection and analysis of the data, and interpretation of the results. The applicant cannot have been awarded the
Ph.D. degree before the start of the preceding ABS annual meeting (for the 2018 meeting, this date is August 30,
2017). An individual can apply to the Allee competition only once per lifetime.
To submit an entry to the Allee Session, applicants must (1) check the appropriate box in the online abstract
submission system for the annual meeting; (2) confirm that they meet all eligibility requirements; and (3) submit a
PDF version of their Allee manuscript. All applications must be submitted on or before the 2018 meeting’s abstract
submission date: February 28, 2017.
The Allee manuscript must consist of no more than seven double-spaced, line-numbered, text pages (11 point font
or larger), followed by no more than a total of four tables and figures. This limit does not include abstract, references,
or acknowledgments. Thesis research that is already published may be included in the Allee paper as long as that
work is cited appropriately. Allee manuscripts should be prepared with the same care and attention to detail as if the
manuscript was being submitted to a leading journal, such as Animal Behaviour.
Allee judges will evaluate manuscripts, and based on that evaluation will select a slate of applicants to be invited to
present their research during the Allee Session at the annual meeting. Submission of an entry does not guarantee
participation in the Allee Session, as it is a competitive process. If an applicant is not invited to participate in the
Allee Session they will be guaranteed a regular oral presentations at the annual meeting.
For invited applicants, the oral presentation of research during the Allee Session must focus on the material
presented in the submitted paper, but may also include other original research conducted by the applicant as well as
general introductory and concluding remarks. Applicants who participate in the session are also expected to attend
the Allee welcoming dinner and the Annual Meeting’s award ceremony, both of which occur during the annual
meeting.
Questions about the Allee Session should be addressed to ABS Second President-Elect, Jennifer Fewell:
preselect2@animalbehaviorsociety.org

GENESIS AWARD FOR OUSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE POSTER PRESENTATION
The Diversity Committee of the Animal Behavior Society is calling for nominations for the 2017 Charles H. Turner
Award. This program, previously funded by an NSF grant but now supported entirely by the Animal Behavior
Society, is a travel grant that supports the goals of increasing the diversity of our membership through support for
undergraduate students to attend the annual meeting. Selected Turner Program Fellows will receive support to travel
to the 55th annual ABS conference August 2-6, 2018 in Milwaukee USA at the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee,
and participate in a one-day workshop structured to integrate students into both the meeting experience and the
broader community of the Animal Behavior Society.

The deadline for submitting online applications is February 28, 2018, including the receipt of all applicant materials
and faculty letters of support. The Diversity Committee will review all complete applications and award decisions will
be made by March 20, 2018. Interested undergraduate students should contact the Animal Behavior Society
Diversity Committee Chairperson (Dr. Daniel R. Howard, daniel.howard@unh.edu) before the deadline with any
questions on the application process, and we especially encourage those from traditionally under-represented
groups to apply for this unique professional development opportunity.

CHARLES H. TURNER AWARD
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The Diversity Committee of the Animal Behavior Society is calling for nominations for the 2016 Charles H. Turner
Award. This program, previously funded by an NSF grant but now supported entirely by the Animal Behavior
Society, is a travel grant that supports the goals of increasing the diversity of our membership through support for
undergraduate students to attend the annual meeting. Selected Turner Program Fellows will receive support to travel
to the 53rd Annual Conference being held in Columbia, Missouri, and participate in a one-day workshop structured
to integrate students into both the meeting experience and the broader community of the Animal Behavior Society.
The deadline for submitting online applications is February 28, 2018, including the receipt of all applicant materials
and faculty letters of support. The Diversity Committee will review all complete applications and award decisions will
be available in March. Interested undergraduate students should contact the Diversity Commitee Chair, Dr. Daniel R.
Howard, diversity@animalbehaviorsociety.org, before the deadline with any questions on the application process,
and we especially encourage those from traditionally under-represented groups to apply for this unique professional
development opportunity.

FOUNDERS’ MEMORIAL POSTER PAPER AWARD
The Founders’ Memorial Poster Award competition will be held at the 2018 annual meeting of the Animal Behavior
Society scheduled August 2-6, 2018 in Milwaukee USA at the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee. Any graduate
student or postdoctoral member of the society in good standing is eligible to enter the competition. Applicants can
indicate their intention to enter the competition by marking the appropriate box through the online abstract
submission form. All Founders presenters will be expected to provide a single page preview of their poster for the
judges.
NOTE: Founder’s participants will no longer be required to give a rapid fire 1 minute 2 slide poster preview
presentation.

DIVERSITY FUND STUDENT REGISTRATION FEE AWARD
The Diversity Fund Student Registration Fee Awards are intended to encourage participation and defray costs of
attending the annual Animal Behavior Meetings by covering registration fees for graduate students and, in some
cases (see below), established professionals, of under-represented minorities. Awards will be made by lottery of all
valid applications received before the deadline, which falls on the same date as that for abstract submissions for the
upcoming meeting. The exact date for this deadline will be announced when the abstract submission deadline is
finalized. The application process is online, and preference is given to individuals presenting research. Questions on
the award or application process should be emailed to the ABS Diversity Committee Chair, Daniel R. Howard ().
Please include in the subject line "ABS Diversity Award" followed by your name.
Eligibility: Applicants from North America must be enrolled in a graduate program at the time of application and must
be members of under-represented minorities in the STEM fields who are of African, Asian, Latin American, American
Indian or Alaska Native descent. Citizens (graduate students or established professionals) of Latin American
countries and non-white citizens of African countries are also encouraged to apply.
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Animal Behaviour, manuscripts and editorial matters: Authors
should submit manuscripts online to Elsevier’s Editorial System
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Call for Nominations

2017-2018 ABS OFFICERS
President: Jeffrey Podos, University of

CAREER AWARDS

Massachusetts-Amherst, E-mail: president@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

The Animal Behavior Society has a series of Career Awards which include the following:

First President-Elect: John P. Swaddle,
College of William and Mary, E-mail:

Distinguished Animal Behaviorist - outstanding lifetime achievement in animal behavior
Exemplar Award - major long-term contribution to animal behavior
Outstanding New Investigator - outstanding contribution by a new investigator
Quest Award - outstanding seminal contribution
Exceptional Service Award - sustained service contributions to the Animal Behavior Society
*Penny Bernstein Distinguished Teaching Award- recognizes a sustained record of excellent teaching of animal
behavior in the classroom or informal education setting.

preselect1@

All members of the society are encouraged to submit nominations for the above awards. To aid the Selection
Committee and to help codify the procedures involved, the following items must be submitted for a nomination:

animalbehaviorsociety.org
Second President-Elect: Jennifer Fewell,
Arizona State University, E-mail: preselect2@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Past President: William A. Searcy, University
of Miami, E-mail: pastpresident@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Secretary: Patricia Brennan, Mount Holyoke

A letter of nomination indicating the award for which the nominee is being proposed which should provide details
on the reasons the nominee should be considered for that award.
A curriculum vitae of the nominee.
Additional supporting letters from colleagues solicited by the nominator.
Materials for the Distinguished Animal Behvaiorsist, Exemplar, Outstanding New Investigator, Quest and Exceptional
Service Award can be submitted using the online upload system here.
* For the Penny Bernstein Distinguished Teaching Award, submit a one-page letter providing evidence to support the
nomination to the chair of the PBDTA sub-committee (Stan Braude, braude@wustl.edu). Click here to review
award criteria.
The deadline for all career awards nominations is December 15, 2017.

College, E-mail: secretary@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Treasurer: Gil G. Rosenthal, Texas A&M
University - College Station, E-mail: treasurer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Program Officer: Jonathan Pruitt, University of
California-Santa Barbara, E-mail: progofficer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Program Officer-Elect: Alison Bell, University
of Illinois-Champaign, E-mail: progofficerelect@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Parlimentarian: Tamra C. Mendelson,
University of Maryland - Baltimore Count, E-mail:
parliamentarian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Executive Editor: Susan A. Foster, Clark
Need Assistance?
University, E-mail: execeditor@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Historian: Zuleyma Tang-Martinez, University
of Missouri- St. Louis, E-mail: historian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Members-at-Large:
Emily DuVal, Florida State University Email:mematlarge1@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Melissa Hughes, College of Charleston, Email:mematlarge2@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
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Research Grants & Travel Awards
SEVERAL AWARDS ARE AVAILABLE TO HELP OFFSET TRAVEL COSTS TO THE ABS 2017 CONFERENCE
IN ADDITION TO THE GRANTS LISTED BELOW.

2017 SMALL GRANTS PROGRAM FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS IN
PUERTO RICO
ABS is pleased to announce a small grants program for animal behavior graduate students in Puerto Rico, to aid in
the recovery from Hurricanes Irma and Maria. This is a one-time allocation of funds, to help students with damage to
infrastructure and ongoing research programs. We will support expenditures for research including equipment or
travel. Please note that this is not an open-ended offer for assistance with living expenses.

2017-2018 ABS OFFICERS
President: Jeffrey Podos, University of
Massachusetts-Amherst, E-mail: president@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
First President-Elect: John P. Swaddle,
College of William and Mary, E-mail:
preselect1@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Second President-Elect: Jennifer Fewell,
Arizona State University, E-mail: preselect2@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Past President: William A. Searcy, University

ABS members, we need your help! We have allocated $5000 of ABS discretionary funds towards this effort. We
hope that your donations can help bump us up to at least $10K. Note that donations are US tax-exempt. Please use
the link below to make a donation. No donation is too small!

of Miami, E-mail: pastpresident@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Secretary: Patricia Brennan, Mount Holyoke

ABS Members: How to donate: Complete the online donation form here:
http://www.animalbehaviorsociety.org/web/support.php - Please use the “Unrestricted Fund” option

College, E-mail: secretary@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

Puerto Rico Students: How to apply: Complete the online application form using the link below: Criteria: Eligibility
is restricted to students enrolled in graduate programs based in Puerto Rico, and conducting research in the field of
animal behavior. Anticipated award values of $500 per student. Grants awarded through this program will be exempt
from the standard ABS 1-grant-per-lifetime-rule.

Treasurer: Gil G. Rosenthal, Texas A&M
University - College Station, E-mail: treasurer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

APPLY HERE
Complete applications must be submitted using the online application form by December 1, 2017.

Animal Behavior Society 2018 Student Research Grant and
Developing Nations Research Grant
The Animal Behavior Society offers the following grants to support graduate student research:
• ABS Student Research Grants
• George W. Barlow Award
• E.O. Wilson Conservation Award
• Amy R. Samuels Cetacean Behavior and Conservation Grant
• Developing Nations Research Grant (for students and other researchers)
Research grants range from $500 to $2000 USD, depending on the category of the grant and evaluations.
Individuals may receive only one ABS research grant during their lifetime. Receipt of an ABS research grant does
not preclude receipt of a Developing Nations Grant in a subsequent year, and receipt of a Developing Nations Grant
one year does not preclude the receipt of an ABS research grant in a subsequent year.

Program Officer: Jonathan Pruitt, University of
California-Santa Barbara, E-mail: progofficer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Program Officer-Elect: Alison Bell, University
of Illinois-Champaign, E-mail: progofficerelect@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Parlimentarian: Tamra C. Mendelson,
University of Maryland - Baltimore Count, E-mail:
parliamentarian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Executive Editor: Susan A. Foster, Clark
Need Assistance?
University, E-mail: execeditor@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Historian: Zuleyma Tang-Martinez, University
of Missouri- St. Louis, E-mail: historian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Members-at-Large:

Applications for all of the awards are submitted in the same online application system; there is an opportunity in the
application to specify the type of award for which you are applying.

Emily DuVal, Florida State University Email:mematlarge1@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

The deadline for Student Grant submission is 11:59 PM CST on Friday December 15, 2017. Submissions will
not be accepted after the closing date. Applicants for student grants must be enrolled in a graduate program and
must be active members of the Animal Behavior Society.

Melissa Hughes, College of Charleston, Email:mematlarge2@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
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Application instructions and more information about the Student Research Grants, is available on the grant
application website here: http://www.animalbehaviorsociety.org/web/awards-student-grants.php

Christopher Templeton, Pacific University, Email:mematlarge3@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

If you have any questions about your membership or the submission process, contact the ABS Central Office:
info@animalbehaviorsociety.org

ABS STUDENT RESEARCH GRANTS
ABS Student Research Grants for graduate student research are awarded at a level of $500 to $2000 USD each,
depending on referee evaluations.

E. O. WILSON CONSERVATION AWARD
The Edward O. Wilson Conservation Award seeks to encourage graduate students of animal behavior to participate
in meaningful conservation-related research. This single grant of up to US$2000 supports a proposal considered
meritorious for its integration of behavior and conservation. The award is named for Dr. E. O. Wilson, professor at
Harvard University, one of the world's preeminent scientists and pioneers in biodiversity conservation. Dr. Wilson
received the ABS Distinguished Animal Behaviorist Award in 2002.2.

GEORGE W. BARLOW AWARD
The George W. Barlow Award's purpose is to encourage excellence in graduate student research in the field of
animal behavior. This grant will be given annually to one top-ranked proposal in the Student Research Grant cycle in
accordance with the most recent ABS Student Research Grant competition rules.

AMY R. SAMUELS CETACEAN BEHAVIOR & CONSERVATION AWARD
The purpose of the Amy R. Samuels Cetacean Behavior & Conservation Award is to provide financial support for
graduate students studying cetacean behavior and/or cetacean conservation in natural environments. The goal of
this grant is to encourage original and significant research that focuses on endangered populations or species, or on
critically important problems in cetacean behavioral biology. A grant of up to US $2000 will be made to a successful
applicant. The grant must be used for field research; it cannot be used for laboratory research. This grant will be
awarded only if there are proposals deemed worthy by the committee in any given year. Thus, there may be years in
which no award is made. Eligible applicants must: (1) be enrolled in a Masters or Doctoral Program in a University
accredited by a regional college association, (2) be members in good standing of one of the following professional
societies: Animal Behavior Society or Association of the Study of Animal Behaviour. ASAB members planning to
apply for this grant must contact the Central Office (info@animalbehaviorsociety.org) prior to the submission
deadline (specified above) to be able to submit an application through the ABS web site.

DAVID S. TUBER AWARD
The David S. Tuber award was created to promote excellence in research into Applied Animal Behavior.
Named in honor of David S. Tuber (1942-1995) this award was created by Victoria L. Voith & Peter L. Borchelt,
editors of the book "Readings in Companion Animal Behaviour" for his seminal contribution to the field of clinical
animal behavior. David S. Tuber was one of the first behaviorist to apply the principles of animal behavior to the
behavioral problems of companion animals.

DEVELOPING NATIONS RESEARCH GRANT
Funds for the annual Developing Nations Research Grant Competition are intended to provide financial support for
scientific studies of animal behavior conducted by current Animal Behavior Society student members, as well as
more established researchers, who are residents of a developing nation and are conducting research at an
institution in a developing nation. Please note that developing nation student members of ABS are also eligible to
apply for the annual Student Research Grants Competition, and are eligible to receive both a Developing Nations
Research grant and a Student Research Grant, but not in the same year.
ABS uses the World Bank’s classification of nations by income (excluding all “high-income” and OECD member
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economies) to identify Developing Nations. Please refer to the following website to check that your nation qualifies:
http://data.worldbank.org/about/country-and-lending-groups. Grants are awarded for research to be conducted within
a 1-year period from the date of receipt of this grant.

ABS 2017 TRAVEL RELATED GRANTS AND AWARDS

LATIN AMERICAN TRAVEL AWARD
The Latin American Travel Awards are intended to encourage greater participation of Latin American researchers in
ABS meetings, by helping to defray the costs of international travel, housing and/or meals at meetings. The deadline
for applications is the last day of abstract submissions or the end of early registration (whichever occurs first) - Date
TBA.
Given the eligibility criteria below, priority will be given to Ph.D. students who are attending an ABS meeting for the
first time and who have not received a Latin American Travel Award in previous years. Award values vary according
to funds available. Candidates are prioritized according to the quality of their abstracts and CVs.
Eligibility: Latin American Travel Awards are restricted to Latin American graduate students enrolled in programs in
Latin American institutions, who will be presenting a talk/poster at the annual ABS meeting.
Applications consist of:
- your submitted abstract, including the title
- your curriculum vita (CV)
- a brief statement about your previous attendance at ABS meeting and previous Latin American Travel Award(s).
Checks in US dollars for the amount of the award will be mailed directly to recipients following announcement of the
results. Applicants are responsible for currency exchange and any bank fees.
Applicants will be able to apply for the Latin American Travel Award using the online abstract submission system.

GRADUATE STUDENT TRAVEL GRANT
The Graduate Student Travel Grant award is intended to provide financial support for graduate students to attend
and present at the annual Animal Behavior Society meeting by helping to defray the costs of travel, housing and/or
meals at the meetings.
The deadline for applications is the last day of abstract submissions, February 28, 2018.
Priority will be given to Ph.D. students who are attending an ABS meeting for the first time. Award values vary
according to funds available. Candidates are prioritized according to the quality of their abstracts and CVs.
Eligibility: Graduate Student Travel Awards are restricted to graduate students who will be presenting a talk/poster
at the annual ABS meeting and who are active members of ABS. Receiving this award does not preclude students
from applying for additional funding from ABS.
Applications consist of:
1. Your submitted abstract, including the title
2. Your curriculum vita (CV)
3. Justification for request for support, including information about whether support for attendance is covered by
other sources
4. A brief statement about your previous attendance at ABS meetings
Applicants will be able to apply for the Graduate Student Travel Grant using the online abstract submission system.

CAREGIVER TRAVEL GRANT
The Caregiver Travel Grant award is intended to provide financial caregiving support for active ABS members to
attend and present at the annual ABS meeting. Funds may be used to aid in caregiving costs that will enable ABS
members to attend the annual meeting (e.g., airfare for caregiver, childcare or dependent care costs).
The deadline for applications is the last day of abstract submissions, February 28, 2018.
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Award values vary according to funds available. Candidates are prioritized according to their need, abstract and
CVs. Preference will be given to applicants who are presenting their work.
Eligibility: Caregiver Travel Grant Awards are for ABS members who will be attending the annual ABS meeting.
Receiving this award does not preclude ABS members from applying for additional funding from ABS.
Applications consist of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Your submitted abstract, including the title
Your curriculum vita (CV)
Justification for request for support (one paragraph)
A brief statement about your previous attendance at ABS meetings

Applicants will be able to apply for the Caregiver Travel Grant using the online abstract submission system.

NEW: FUNDING FOR EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH
The Education Committee of the Animal Behavior Society is pleased to announce the creation of ABS Educational
Outreach grants. Modeled after the grant program in place for the Society for the Study of Evolution (SSE), the
objectives of this program are: 1. To promote local outreach efforts by ABS members; and 2. To document outreach
efforts.
Purpose:
We have a responsibility as scientists to engage with the public. Many members of ABS actively engage in outreach
activities, but most of our efforts are undocumented. We would like to provide small outreach grants to support
exceptional programs of community outreach. Those that receive awards will be required to write a two-page
description of the program that we will post on the ABS website. The purpose of this requirement is to highlight
quality outreach programs created by ABS members. We will add descriptions each year, building a repository that
will serve as an inspiration to fellow ABS members and as a resource of outreach examples to use in publications,
grant applications, and other venues. This website will also be searchable, allowing the public to learn about the
creative and diverse outreach activities conducted by ABS members.
For 2018, we anticipate awarding three-four grants, each with a maximum award of $500.
Proposal submission and selection criteria:
Each proposal must be submitted as a single PDF file, by email to the Outreach Grants chair of the ABS
Education Committee (EDaleBroder@gmail.com).
Applicants must be members of ABS.
Members of the Education Committee and Outreach Subcommittee are eligible to apply.
Proposals should include a one-page, single-spaced project description and a detailed budget on a separate
page. Any matching funds (while not required) should be described in the budget.
Proposals are due December 1.
A panel consisting of four members of the Outreach Subcommittee of the ABS Education Committee will review
proposals based on the following criteria:
Quality and Engagement: We will give priority to programs that have one of the following:
Clear learning objectives beyond simply exposing students to animal behavior (e.g., an emphasis on the
process of science, on teaching data analysis and visualization, or on correcting common misconceptions
in science, etc.).
Engagement with students or citizens in a variety of communities and nations who may not generally have
access to the study of animals and natural history in a scientific context.
Feasibility: Program seems realistic; authors seem prepared; partners, infrastructure, and matching funds are all
positive.
Impact: The program will reach a large number of students or reach a small number in an intensive and effective
way.
Awards will be announced February 1.
Recipients will be expected to present a poster at ABS within 12 months of completion of the project, and a
description of activities for posting on the Education Committee page of the ABS website.
Grants will be awarded with full and equal opportunity to members of all genders, nationalities, races, and religions.
We encourage ABS members to consider applying for an Outreach Grant. Please contact Dale Broder
(EDaleBroder@gmail.com) or Sue Margulis (margulis@canisius.edu) if you have questions.
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Announcements
ABS NEWSLETTER ON ABS WEBSITE
Issues of the ABS Newsletter are published first on the ABS Web page. To get ABS news fast, point your browser
to: http://newsletters.animalbehaviorsociety.org

2017-2018 ABS OFFICERS
President: Jeffrey Podos, University of
Massachusetts-Amherst, E-mail: president@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
First President-Elect: John P. Swaddle,
College of William and Mary, E-mail:
preselect1@

ABS FINANCIAL STATEMENT

animalbehaviorsociety.org

ABS Financial statement is available to all ABS members upon request. Please contact the ABS Central Office
(info@animalbehaviorsociety.org).

Second President-Elect: Jennifer Fewell,
Arizona State University, E-mail: preselect2@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Past President: William A. Searcy, University

CALL FOR ABS MEETING INVITATIONS
ABS is seeking proposals for future meeting venues. Sites can be a resort or hotel, university campus or a mixture of
the two. Contact ABS Past President, Past President: William Searcy, University of Miami, E-mail:
president@animalbehaviorsociety.org

of Miami, E-mail: pastpresident@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Secretary: Patricia Brennan, Mount Holyoke
College, E-mail: secretary@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

YOUR PAPER YOUR WAY

Treasurer: Gil G. Rosenthal, Texas A&M
University - College Station, E-mail: treasurer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

To make article submission more convenient for authors, Elsevier has a new policy: You may choose to submit your
initial manuscript as a single Word or PDF file to be used in the refereeing process. References can be in any
consistent style and tables and figures can be embedded in the text. Only when your paper is at the revision stage
will you be required to put your paper in the "correct format".

Program Officer: Jonathan Pruitt, University of
California-Santa Barbara, E-mail: progofficer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

GIFT MEMBERSHIP
Consider giving your students and graduate students a gift membership to the Animal Behavior Society. It doesn’t
cost much, supports your society, helps out our youngest members, and keeps our society growing. Simply contact
the Central Office for more information on how to gift a membership: info@animalbehaviorsociety.org

Program Officer-Elect: Alison Bell, University
of Illinois-Champaign, E-mail: progofficerelect@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Parlimentarian: Tamra C. Mendelson,
University of Maryland - Baltimore Count, E-mail:
parliamentarian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Executive Editor: Susan A. Foster, Clark
Need Assistance?
University, E-mail: execeditor@

FOLLOW ABS ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER
Go to http://facebook.com/animalbehaviorsociety/ and https://twitter.com/AnimBehSociety, to stay on top of the latest
news, events, and announcements about the Animal Behavior Society, its members, and their research. Members
are welcome to contribute to our wall and share their ABS-related photos and experiences. Invite all your friends to
help continue to expand the society!

JOIN AN ABS COMMITTEE!
If you would you like to volunteer for one of the society's active committees listed below, contact ABS President
Emilia Martins Indiana University - Bloomington, E-mail: president@animalbehaviorsociety.org
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Historian: Zuleyma Tang-Martinez, University
of Missouri- St. Louis, E-mail: historian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Members-at-Large:
Emily DuVal, Florida State University Email:mematlarge1@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Melissa Hughes, College of Charleston, Email:mematlarge2@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
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Christopher Templeton, Pacific University, Email:mematlarge3@

ABS STANDING COMMITTEE AND SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRS 2017-2018
Animal Care Committee: Alexander Ophir, Department of Psychology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, US. E
mail: animalcare@animalbehaviorsociety.org
Conservation Committee: Barbara A. Clucas, Department of Wildlife, Humboldt State University, Arcata, California,
US. E-mail: conservation@animalbehaviorsociety.org
Nominations Committee: William A. Searcy, Department of Biology,
University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, US. E-mail: nominations@animalbehaviorsociety.org
Education Committee: Susan W. Margulis, ABEC Department, Canisius College, Buffalo, New York, US. Email: education@animalbehaviorsociety.org
Film Committee: Barbara A. Clucas, Department of Wildlife, Humboldt State University, Arcata, California, US. Email: film@animalbehaviorsociety.org
Applied Animal Behavior Committee: Robin L. Foster, Department of Psychology, University of Puget Sound,
Tacoma, Washington, US. E-mail: appliedanimalbehavior@animalbehaviorsociety.org
Public Affairs Committee: Kaci V. Thompson, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, US. and Danielle J.
Whittaker, Michigan State University, Lansing, Michigan, US. E mail:publicaffairs@animalbehaviorsociety.org
Board of Professional Certification Subcommittee: Crista Coppola, Certified Applied Animal Behaviorist, Dog
and Company Behavior Consulting, Tucson, Arizona, US. E-Mail: caab@animalbehaviorsociety.org
Latin American Affairs Committee: Lilian Tonelli Manica, Departamento de Zoologia, Universidade Federal do
Paraná, Curitiba, Parana, Brazil. E-mail: latinamericanaffairs@animalbehaviorsociety.org
Student Research Grants Committee: Emily DuVal, Department of Biological Science, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, Florida, US. E-mail: studentresearchgrants@animalbehaviorsociety.org
Advancement and Investment Committee: Jeff Galef, McMaster University, Durham, North Carolina, US.and
Robert Seyfarth, Department of Psychology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, US. Email: advanceandinvest@animalbehaviorsociety.org
Diversity Committee: Daniel Howard, Department of Biological Sciences, University of New Hampshire,Durham,
New Hampshire, US. E-mail: diversity@animalbehaviorsociety.org

PROPOSE A SYMPOSIUM FOR ABS 2019
If you'd like to propose symposia for the 2019 conference, please complete and submit our Symposium Proposal
Form before July 9, 2018: https://www.research.net/r/TTW9JPL
If you have any questions, please contact the Program Officer: Dr Jonathan Pruitt
(progofficer@animalbehaviorsociety.org)

MEETINGS
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR SOCIETY
August 2-6, 2018: 55th Annual Meeting Animal Behavior Society - University of Wisconsin- Milwauke-, USA.
OTHER MEETINGS
December 7-8, 2017: ASAB Winter meeting: Sexual selection do we still need to test the alternatives?
January 3-7, 2018: Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology (SICB) - Annual Meeting, San Francisco,
California. Meeting website.
January 28, 2018: February 2 Third Gordon Research Conference on Predator-Prey Interactions. Ventura,
California. https://www.grc.org/predator-prey-interactions-conference/2018/ (32 seats left). We have targeted the
most exciting advances in predator-prey work across multiple fields, with each speaker agreeing to share their latest
unpublished findings. In order to encourage active participation from everyone at the conference, all attendees are
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strongly encouraged to present a poster on their work.
February 15-19, 2018: American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) – Annual Meeting: Advancing
Science: Discovery to Application, Austin, TX.
August 1, 2018: Congress of the International Primatological Society – Nairobi, Kenya.
August 8-11, 2018: American Society of Primatologists - The 41st meeting of the American Society of
Primatologists will be held in San Antonio, TX at the Hyatt Regency San Antonio Riverwalk.
August 9-12, 2018: ECBB (European Conference on Behavioral Biology)
Liverpool John Moores University and will take place at the ACC Liverpool. Meeting website.

ABS NEWS
Consider subscribing to ABS News and receive announcements, or visit the ABS News page to view up-to-date
opportunities listed:
http://www.animalbehaviorsociety.org/web/news.php

NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE: ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR MONOGRAPHS
Elsevier is pleased to announce that the retro-digitization project for the Animal Behaviour Monographs (Volumes 16, 18 PDFs, 1968-72) is now complete and they are all available online:
e.g. http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00661856. These are now available to all ABS and ASAB
members and subscribers and those receiving gratis access. Among the many significant contributions that are now
available is Jane Goodall’s classic monograph, The Behaviour of Free-living Chimpanzees in the Gombe Stream
Reserve, Volume 1, Part 3, Pages 161-311 (1968). The Animal Behaviour Monographs represent precious (and
previously largely unavailable) historical content that is now easily accessible online for posterity.

ABS Newsletter

Animal Behaviour

Send general correspondence concerning the Society to Sue
Bertram, secretary@animalbehaviorsociety.org. Deadlines for

Animal Behaviour, manuscripts and editorial matters: Authors
should submit manuscripts online to Elsevier’s Editorial System

materials to be included in the Newsletter are the 15th of the month

(http://ees.elsevier.com/anbeh/). For enquiries relating to
submissions prior to acceptance, contact the Journal Manager
(yanbe@elsevier.com). For enquiries relating to submissions after
acceptance, visit Elsevier at http://www.elsevier.com/journals. For
other general correspondence, contact Kris Bruner, Managing Editor,

preceding each issue. The next deadline is January 15, 2018.
Articles submitted by members of the Society and judged by the
Secretary to be appropriate are occasionally published in the ABS
newsletter. The publication of such material does not imply ABS
endorsement of the opinions expressed by contributors.

Animal Behaviour, Indiana University, 407 N. Park Ave.,
Bloomington, IN 47408, USA. E-mail: krbruner@indiana.edu.
Phone: 812-935-7188.
Change of address, missing or defective issues: ABS Central
Office, 2111 Chestnut Ave., Ste 145, Glenview, IL 60025, USA.
Phone: 312-893-6585, Fax: 312-896-5614,
E-mail: info@animalbehaviorsociety.org.

© 2015 Animal Behavior Society
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ABS Vote

2017-2018 ABS OFFICERS
President: Jeffrey Podos, University of

EC AND SOCIETY VOTES UPDATE FOR 2016-2017
Curious to know how your society is changing?
Read below for an update on the votes in the past fiscal year,
prepared by ABS Parlamentarian Tamra Mendelson
Constitutional changes approved by society-wide voting:

Massachusetts-Amherst, E-mail: president@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
First President-Elect: John P. Swaddle,
College of William and Mary, E-mail:
preselect1@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

Article 4: Officers
Section 1.
The officers of this Society are: President, First President-Elect, Second President-Elect, Past-President, Program
Officer, Program Officer-Elect, Treasurer, Parliamentarian, Executive Editor, Secretary, Public Affairs Officer, and
Graduate Student Representative (Revised by Society-wide voting 2016).
Section 3.
Term of Office: The term of office shall be one year for President, First President-Elect, Second President-Elect,
Past-President, Program Officer, and Program Officer-Elect. The term of office shall be two years for the Graduate
Student Representative. The term of office shall be three years for Secretary, Treasurer, Parliamentarian, Executive
Editor, and Public Affairs Officer. All terms will commence following the last date scheduled for the annual meeting,
at which time the terms of the outgoing officers will end. The expiration date of the terms of the Secretary and
Treasurer shall be arranged so only one is elected in any one year. A Program Officer-Elect shall be elected every
year, becoming Program Officer the following year. A Second President-Elect shall be elected each year, becoming
successively First President-Elect, President, and Past-President. In the cases of death or resignation of the
President or First President-Elect, these offices shall be filled by the above stated succession. Other offices
becoming vacant shall be filled by special election of the membership. Officers are eligible for re-election, but are
limited to two terms in any one office (Revised by Society-wide voting 2016).
Article 11: Amendments to the Constitution
Amendments may be proposed by the Executive Committee, by a majority vote at a business meeting, or by a
petition to the Executive Committee signed by 15 or more members of the Society. Proposed amendments to the
Constitution must be submitted to the membership for voting by mail, email, or other transmission method as the
Executive Committee deems reasonable and confirmed by a two-thirds vote of those members returning marked
ballots. The results of the vote shall be announced in the next issue of the Newsletter (Revised by Society-wide
voting 2016).

Second President-Elect: Jennifer Fewell,
Arizona State University, E-mail: preselect2@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Past President: William A. Searcy, University
of Miami, E-mail: pastpresident@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Secretary: Patricia Brennan, Mount Holyoke
College, E-mail: secretary@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Treasurer: Gil G. Rosenthal, Texas A&M
University - College Station, E-mail: treasurer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Program Officer: Jonathan Pruitt, University of
California-Santa Barbara, E-mail: progofficer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Program Officer-Elect: Alison Bell, University
of Illinois-Champaign, E-mail: progofficerelect@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Parlimentarian: Tamra C. Mendelson,
University of Maryland - Baltimore Count, E-mail:
parliamentarian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

Bylaws changes approved by EC vote:
Section 5. Secretary (revised by vote at EC meeting 2017)

Executive Editor: Susan A. Foster, Clark
Need Assistance?
University, E-mail: execeditor@
animalbehaviorsociety.org

a. Coordinate arrangements for Executive Committee and business meetings and record the minutes thereof.
b. Conduct all authorized mail and electronic mail ballots.
c. Make purchases and employ assistance as authorized in the budget in order to expedite the business of the
Society. The Secretary shall be reimbursed from the funds of the Society for such expenses.
Section 10. Public Affairs Officer (enacted at EC meeting 2017)
a. Chair the Public Affairs Committee
b. Take charge of the society’s efforts in media outreach, social media, and advocacy.
c. Oversee editing of the ABS newsletter.
Section 11. Graduate Student Representative (enacted at EC meeting 2017)
a. Represent graduate student views and interests in Executive Committee meetings
b. Serve on the Public Affairs Committee as Social Media Fellow.
Policy changes approved by EC vote:
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5. Elections
A. Officers
1. Schedules for election of officers will be as follows.
b. Nominees for Graduate Student Representative will be selected by graduate students in attendance at the ABS
conference (Revised at 2017 EC meeting).
6. Executive Committee Meetings
j). When the President or members call for a vote on a motion, the motion is open and members may vote on the
motion. Everyone on the list is allowed, but not required, to vote yea or nay, or any other means of indicating assent
or dissent within reason and common decency. This open period lasts for 7 working days or until the total number of
votes equals a quorum (defined as either the presence of at least 2/3 of the voting members of the Executive
Committee (EC) at a meeting, whether that be in-person or online or a combination thereof, or participation of at
least 2/3 of the EC in a vote). The 7 day open period does not include the day the call for a vote was made. Revised
by EC e-Vote August, 2017.
12. Career Awards
b. Awards do not have to be given every year. Final action by the Executive Committee on nominations presented by
Career Awards Committee requires a majority affirmative vote with at least six yes votes. (Revised by e-vote, July
2017)
f. Ties shall be resolved by a runoff election in which the tied candidates are ranked as above and voters are given
two days to return ballots. In case of a tie in the runoff, the award shall be given to all tied candidates. (Revised at
2017 EC meeting).
20. Finances
a. The Animal Behavior Society, Inc. is registered as a not for profit corporation in the State of Delaware. Effective
September 23, 2015, the Society’s registered agent and registered office are at 1201 Orange Street, #600,
Wilmington, Delaware, 19899. (Updated by eVote, July 2017).
Deleted:
d. Members renewing late may order in-stock back issues of the journal at the prevailing single issue price (Enacted
by E.C. October 2006).
f. The Treasurer of ABS should be personally bonded in the approximate amount of cash available in the preceding
year, the bond being specifically for ABS funds.
g. The ad hoc Committee on the Holding and Investing of Unexpended Funds which consists of the Treasurer and
past Treasurers will review and report annually to the Executive Committee on the allocation of money.
25. ABS Policy
a. A list of long-term ABS Policy will be updated concurrent with EC votes by the Parliamentarian based both on the
minutes of the recent annual meeting provided by the Secretary and on electronic votes conducted by the EC. An
updated version of the handbook shall be posted online with each update (Revised at 1992 & 1999 E.C. meetings
and eVote of the EC January 2005; Revised by EC eVote, September 2017).
31. Program Certification of Applied Behaviorists
Re-certification
Certification may be renewed for five year periods. To renew certification, an individual must apply for renewal, pay
an annual fee, remain a member of ABS, present a case study or research-based paper or poster at an ABS
meeting at least once in the previous 5 years, and show proof each year of current liability insurance with ABS listed
on their policy as an additional insured party.
Failure to meet these requirements will result in decertification. (Upheld
by vote at 2017 EC meeting.)
i. Fee Structure (same for both levels of certification) (Revised at 2008 E.C. meeting). Fees include Application Fees
and Certification Program Dues (Revised by EC eVote 2016).
1. Application Fees
Initial Application: $100 (non-refundable, but also covers first re-application)
Re-application: $100 (second and subsequent)
Recertification: $100 every 5 years
2. Certification Program Dues
Annual Dues: $50 per year
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SILENT AUCTION FUNDRAISER

2017-2018 ABS OFFICERS
President: Jeffrey Podos, University of

The 14th Annual Silent Auction Fundraiser was held by
University of Washington graduate student Saethra Fritscher at
the 2017 Annual ABS meeting in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. We
raised a total of $571, with $42.00 to the Barlow Award, $65 to
the Latin American Initiatives Fund, and $464 to the Graduate
Student Research Award. Thank you to all who participated.
We look forward to another excellent fundraising opportunity at
our 56th Annual ABS meeting in Wisconsin-Milwaukee. This
year we will have a special category to raise money to aid our
Puerto Rican colleagues in replacing their research materials
damaged by Hurricane Maria. Anybody wishing to send donations ahead of their arrival at the conference or those
wishing to donate but not able to attend should contact info@animalbehavior.org by May 1, 2018. If you are
interested in volunteering to help with the Auction this year, please email Patty Brennan at
secretary@animalbehavior.org.

Massachusetts-Amherst, E-mail: president@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
First President-Elect: John P. Swaddle,
College of William and Mary, E-mail:
preselect1@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Second President-Elect: Jennifer Fewell,
Arizona State University, E-mail: preselect2@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Past President: William A. Searcy, University
of Miami, E-mail: pastpresident@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Secretary: Patricia Brennan, Mount Holyoke
College, E-mail: secretary@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Treasurer: Gil G. Rosenthal, Texas A&M
University - College Station, E-mail: treasurer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Program Officer: Jonathan Pruitt, University of
California-Santa Barbara, E-mail: progofficer@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Program Officer-Elect: Alison Bell, University
of Illinois-Champaign, E-mail: progofficerelect@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Parlimentarian: Tamra C. Mendelson,
University of Maryland - Baltimore Count, E-mail:
parliamentarian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Executive Editor: Susan A. Foster, Clark
Need Assistance?
University, E-mail: execeditor@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Historian: Zuleyma Tang-Martinez, University
of Missouri- St. Louis, E-mail: historian@
animalbehaviorsociety.org
Members-at-Large:
Emily DuVal, Florida State University Email:mematlarge1@
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